
Cognitive Biases



Learning objectives

• Identify human cognitive biases and articulate 
why they occur

• Identify processes or interactions common in 
medical practice that are highly susceptible to 
bias

• Articulate the difference between implicit and 
explicit bias and the influence that these 
mechanisms have on patient care

• Identify common technology solutions designed 
to minimize cognitive bias in healthcare



Where to start?

• Cognition- basics of psychology

– Memory

– Decision making

• Context

• Humans as cognitive misers





…memory is the process of 
retaining and reconstructing 

knowledge over time.”

“We are who we are in large part 
because of …what we remember and 

forget.

Kandel, Dudai, Mayford (2014). The Molecular and systems biology of memory. Cell 157(1) 163-186
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Taxonomy of Long Term Memory
Squire, 1992
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Memory and Learning

• Memories are not recorded and then played 
back later…

• Memory exists structurally – in the form of 
synaptic connections. These physiological 
events are what we refer to as memory

• Experiences shape our networks, synapses 
and change our brain.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rg5bBJQOL74



Context Matters

• Series of 5-30 second 
videos

• Leading questions

– “Hit” v “smashed”

– “how fast did they go 
through the yield 
sign?”

• Faster if smashed



Framing

The outcome of a decision can be 

influenced by: 

• Background context of the 

choice

• Way in which a question is 

worded



Where were you when…



• Neisser & Harsch (1992)

– Memories of Challenger disaster after 1 day and 

2-3 years

Flashbulb Memory



• January 1986: “I was in my religion class and some 
people walked in and started talking about the 
[explosion]. I didn’t know any details except that it had 
exploded and the schoolteacher’s students had all 
been watching, which I thought was so sad. Then after 
class I went to my room and watched the TV program 
talking about it and I got all the details from that.”’

• September 1988: “When I first heard about the 
explosion I was sitting in my freshman dorm room with 
my roommate and we were watching TV. It came on a 
news flash and were we both totally shocked. I was 
really upset and went upstairs to talk to a friend of 
mine and then I called my parents.”



Building blocks for today…

• Sensory input -> Short term -> Long term

• Memory changes your physiology/biology

• Memory is fallible (and susceptible to 
influence)



Learning and memory are two of the most 
magical capabilities of our mind.

Learning is the biological process of acquiring 
new knowledge about the world, and memory is 
the process of retaining and reconstructing that 

knowledge over time.

We are who we are in large part because of 
what we have learned and what we remember 

and forget.

magical

Learning acquiring 
new knowledge

We are who we are because of
what we have learned what we remember

memory
retaining and reconstructing

knowledge over time.

and forget.

Kandel, Dudai, Mayford (2014). The Molecular and systems biology of memory. Cell 157(1) 163-186



Why do we 

make poor 

decisions?

• Don’t understand

the situation

• Mistake moment 

for “truth” not 

“within context”
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Misformed Hypotheses

• Selective attention- only see certain things

• Bottom up processing- integration and 

pattern recognition

• Expectancies- your experience drives 

what you perceive

– Heuristics and Biases



Bias Description

above-average effect the widespread tendency to categorize oneself as "above average".

accountability bias the tendency to form thoughts based on considerations of accountability to others.

affect heuristic hastily judging objects or people by an immediate feeling of "goodness" or "badness".

anchoring/adjustment failure to adjust sufficiently from initial anchors, even when the anchors are arbitary.

anthropomorphism tendency to ascribe human motives or characteristics to nonhuman objects. 

availability heuristic salient memories override normative reasoning; most fundamental heuristic of all? 

base rate neglect neglect of background frequencies in favor of salient anecdotal evidence. 

biased evaluation double-standards in evaluation of evidence, attribution of hostile motives to critics.

Barnum effect tendency of people to accept general descriptions as uniquely relevant to them. 

causal schema bias pervasive tendency to categorize salient events based on causal relations.

certainty illusion an overweighted desire for 100% confidence or certainty.

contagion/similarity "once in contact, always in contact", "stigma", "karma", other magical thinking.

confirmation bias the bias to seek out opinions and facts that support our own beliefs and hypotheses.

conjunction effect systematic overestimation of conjunctive probabilities.

durability bias durability bias in affective forecasting.

emotional amplification expect lots of emotion when an salient event's causes were abnormal or mutable.

egocentric attribution attributing successess to oneself, failures to others (consciously or subconsciously). 

false consensus effect inclination to assuming that your beliefs are more widely held than they actually are. 

fundamental comp. bias tendency toward automatic contextualization (personalization) of problems. 

framing effects disparities in estimates when an identical problem is presented in a different way.

frequency bias weakness with percentages, strength with frequencies. 

gambler's fallacy pervasive false beliefs about the nature of random sequences.

groupthink the pressure to irrationally agree with others in strong team-based cultures.



Representativeness

• Extent to which a set of cues, symptoms, or evidence 
matches the set that is representative of the hypothesis 
stored in LTM

• Patient matches 4 of 5 symptoms of disease X but only 3 
of 5 symptoms of disease Y: Use of representativeness 
heuristic leads physician to diagnose X even though X 
has much lower prior probability than Y

If it looks like a duck, walks like a duck, quacks like a duck, then it must be a…..dodo!



Anchoring Bias

• Humans ‘anchor’ on a piece of information 

they hear, make decisions based on that 

anchor. 

You are used to cheap air tickets for about $200, then when 

you see a special offer for $500, you won’t really feel it’s so 

special.

you’re used to paying $1000 for your flights. 

As the anchor changes, so does the perception of a $500 

flight.



Availability

• Frequent events are recalled more easily 
(because frequent events are more probable)

• But other factors influence memory — e.g., 
recency (a recent but irrelevant event)

The ease with which instances or occurrences of a hypothesis can 

be brought to mind
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Recency Bias
Following the herd

Definition

• People tend to recall and 

emphasize recent events 

and observations more 

than less recent events.

Symptoms

• Following trends –

“herd” behavior.

• “Its different this time.”

Viral Pneumonia

Viral Pneumonia

Viral Pneumonia

Asprin Toxicity



Why use biases?

• Rules of thumb

• Most of the time they are correct

• Can’t afford to take the time to investigate 

all cues

• Adaptive
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Why are cues not integrated?

• Too little info

• Too much info 

• Salience of cue

– Low base frequency

– High base frequency

• All cues were not created equal

– Expertise 

– Overconfidence, confirmation bias
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Solving problems



Solving Problems

• Human brains use a strict set of 

compression schemes for abstracting 

critical features of incoming sensory data. 

• These compression schemes are not 

perfect, and often make errors 

• Many of these errors are invisible to 

introspection, as they are swept under the 

rug by higher levels of cognition.



Heuristic

• General problem solving strategy

• General theory of how things work

• Tversky, Kahneman, Klein



Two roads diverged in a wood…

Traditional theory: Humans 
are fallible

– Identify options

– Evaluate

– Rate

– Pick option with highest rating

• Heuristics are bad, indicators 

of inadequacy

Current theory: 

Humans are adaptive

– Instinctive decision

– Compare other options with 

favorite

– Justify favorite

• Heuristics are useful, pattern 

recognition

Decision Making Process

Interpretation



Types of Reasoning that can lead to 
error

Type 1

• Fast

• Intuitive

• Heuristic

• This is the main culprit?

Type 2

• Slow

• Reflective

• Analytic

• This fixes all problems?



If you believe Type 1 and Type 2…

• Block errors that originate in type 1

– Recognize you are in a minefield and slow down or 
ask for reinforcement from type 2

– DOES NOT acknowledge knowledge deficits

• There are typically fewer errors when in type 2 
reasoning

– But the errors are different- premature closure, 
confirmation bias



Not why we do so 

poorly, but why we do 

so well.



Naturalistic Decision Making

• “I just knew what to do”

• Life or death decisions, extreme time 

pressure, uncertainty 

• Research convention: rationally comparing 

different options. 

• Reality: Patterns

– Tacit knowledge vs explicit knowledge



NDM cont’d

• If things go well, stick with choice.

• If things go poorly, discard solution and 

look for another one

• Experts do not “compare options”

• Rapidly evaluate each choice on its own 

merits and cycle through

• Not best solution, solution that works 



The Research is INCONCLUSIVE

• Loftus and Palmer (car crash) does not 
translate to non-lab settings (Yuille and 
Cutshall, 1986)

• When under pressure, rushing, particularly 
hierarchical pressure, debiasing doesn’t work. 

– Checklist might?

ALQahtani DA, Rotgans JI, Mamede S, et al. Does time pressure have a negative effect on 
diagnostic accuracy? Acad Med. 2016;91: 710–716.

Fraser K, Ma I, Teteris E, Baxter H, Wright B, McLaughlin K. Emotion, cognitive load
and learning outcomes during simulation training. Med Educ. 2012;46:1055–1062.



What is consistent in the literature?

• Type 1 and Type 2 are simplistic
• “there is a major discrepancy between breadth and 

enthusiasm for these interventions… but a paucity of actual 
interventions and very limited evidence of addressing 
diagnostic accuracy or errors” (Graber et al 2012)

• Assumption that most errors are a consequence of 
cognitive bias and can be reduced by training physicians to 
recognize bias is not supported. 

• Admonitions to slow down, reflect, be careful have little 
effect

• Knowledge deficits have a significant relationship to 
diagnostic error- reorganizing knowledge to highlight the 
gaps may help



Applications in medicine

• Most studies cited by IOM took place in undergrad psych students
• Physicians and nurses make decisions fast

– Gruppen et al  (1988) primary care physicians had the correct 
diagnosis based on just the chief complaint in 78% of cases. 

– Pelaccia et al (2014) emergency physicians generated 25% of 
hypotheses before meeting the patient and 75% of hypotheses in the 
first five minutes of the clinical encounter

• Deliberate reflection is not a consistent fix. 
– med students- works somewhat consistently
– Experienced- not consistent
– For inexperienced works in simple, not complex,
– For experienced, works in complex not simple

• Increased time for reflection plus additional data.



Improving cognitive bias

• What are humans good at?
– Complex decisions

– Gut feel

– Communication

• What are machines good at?
– Pictorial representations

– Format of information

– Proximity compatibility principle

– Historical anomalies

– Algorithms- Provide recommendations



Thank you!

separker@vtc.vt.edu


